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Bring the flavors of Polynesia in your kitchen and serve a feast to remember!Download FREE
with Kindle Unlimited!Picture in your mind a warm, tangerine colored sunset and fine grains of
soft sand between your toes. You can smell the ocean water in the distance, but closer than that
you catch the aroma of rich, juicy meat slowly cooking over a ground pit, and your mouth begins
to water. Soon you find yourself at a festive setting and before you is an incredible feast,
including a decadent pu pu platter, smoky meats, seafood so fresh it is almost unimaginable and
the sweetest, juiciest tropical fruits in the world. You have walked into a culinary dream; you have
discovered Polynesian cuisine.The cuisine of Polynesia is as irresistible as the landscape and
the people. With this book, you can experience the flavors of the islands in your kitchen. With
ingredients that you can find locally, the classic dishes of the region are yours to enjoy whenever
you want. You don’t need a tropical vacation to treat yourself to Polynesian food; you just need
this book and a spirit of exploration.Inside, find:•A practical description of the ingredients used in
Polynesian cooking•Decadent appetizers like the Pineapple Ginger Chicken Wings or Sweet
and Sour Meatballs•Mouth-watering chicken recipes like the Huli Huli Chicken or the Samoan
Chicken with Coconut Rice•Pork masterpieces like the Kalua Pork or the Slow Cooked Luau
Style Pork•Delicious beef dishes like the Lu Pulu or the Grilled Island Burger•Delightful Fish and
Seafood like the Lomi Lomi Salmon or the Vanilla Seared Scallops•Appetizing vegetables and
side dishes like the Jackfruit Curry or the Pineapple Fried Rice•Sinful desserts like the Samoan
Panikeke or the Easy Pineapple Poke CakeLet’s start cooking!Read on your Kindle, Iphone,
Ipad, Android cell phone, tablet, or computer!Scroll back up and click buy for an instant
download!

From the AuthorIt seems like a million years since I had a soldering iron in my hand and that I
have been engaging in my most favorite programming activity, namely programming of
embedded systems. In the past, I did shy away from the expenses that came with embedded
programming, but with the emergence of inexpensive prototyping systems such as the Arduino
or Raspberry Pi this concern doesn't exist anymore. Add to this a virtually non-existing learning
curve. With my Arduino Uno I ordered a book explaining Arduino Sketches, and I read it for
about 30 minutes to scan through the most important information. Then it took maybe another 30
minutes to get my first application running. I know, I am joining the enormous club of Arduino
users who made and expressed the same experience, but that doesn't change the fact that the
Arduino is the perfect environment for prototyping of embedded computer systems. Naturally,
with my knowledge of all kinds of Controller Area Network topics, I was eager to convert that
knowledge into the real thing, namely a working CAN application. That CAN application will be
the basics of a USB-to-CAN Gateway with CAN network monitoring and diagnostic features as



explained in this book. From here on, with the knowledge gained through this project, I
encourage you to let your mind flow and extend the application. The possibilities are plenty.
Enjoy!About the AuthorWilfried Voss is the author of the "Comprehensible Guide" series of
technical literature covering topics like Controller Area Network (CAN), SAE J1939, Industrial
Ethernet, and Servo Motor Sizing. Mr. Voss has worked in the CAN industry since 1997 and
before that was a motion control engineer in the paper manufacturing industry. He has a
master's degree in electrical engineering from the University of Wuppertal in Germany. During
the past years, Mr. Voss conducted numerous seminars on industrial fieldbus systems such as
CAN, CANopen, SAE J1939, Industrial Ethernet, and more during various Real Time Embedded
And Computing Conferences (RTECC), ISA (Instrumentation, Systems, and Automation
Society) conferences and various other events all over the United States and Canada.
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Totally PolynesianClassic Recipes from PolynesiaSarah SpencerCopyrightsAll rights reserved
© 2018 by Sarah Spencer and The Cookbook Publisher. No part of this publication or the
information in it may be quoted from or reproduced in any form by means such as printing,
scanning, photocopying, or otherwise without prior written permission of the copyright
holder.Disclaimer and Terms of UseEffort has been made to ensure that the information in this
book is accurate and complete. However, the author and the publisher do not warrant the
accuracy of the information, text, and graphics contained within the book due to the rapidly
changing nature of science, research, known and unknown facts, and internet. The author and
the publisher do not hold any responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretation of the
subject matter herein. This book is presented solely for motivational and informational
purposes.The recipes provided in this book are for informational purposes only and are not
intended to provide dietary advice. A medical practitioner should be consulted before making
any changes in diet. Additionally, recipes’ cooking times may require adjustment depending on
age and quality of appliances. Readers are strongly urged to take all precautions to ensure
ingredients are fully cooked in order to avoid the dangers of foodborne illnesses. The recipes
and suggestions provided in this book are solely the opinion of the author. The author and
publisher do not take any responsibility for any consequences that may result due to following
the instructions provided in this book. The nutritional information for recipes contained in this
book are provided for informational purposes only. This information is based on the specific
brands, ingredients, and measurements used to make the recipe and therefore the nutritional
information is an estimate, and in no way is intended to be a guarantee of the actual nutritional
value of the recipe made in the reader’s home. The author and the publisher will not be
responsible for any damages resulting in your reliance on the nutritional information. The best
method to obtain an accurate count of the nutritional value in the recipe is to calculate the
information with your specific brands, ingredients, and measurements.Avant-ProposPicture in
your mind a warm, tangerine colored sunset and fine grains of soft sand between your toes. You
can smell the ocean water in the distance, but closer than that you catch the aroma of rich, juicy
meat slowly cooking over a ground pit and your mouth begins to water. Soon you find yourself at
a festive setting and before you is an incredible feast, including a decadent pu pu platter, smoky
meats, seafood so fresh it is almost unimaginable and the sweetest, juiciest tropical fruits in the
world. You have walked into a culinary dream, you have discovered Polynesian BBQ.The cuisine
of Polynesia is as irresistible as the landscape and the people. With this book, you can
experience the flavors of the islands in your own kitchen. With ingredients that you can find
locally, the classic dishes of the region are yours to enjoy whenever you want. You don’t need a
tropical vacation to treat yourself to Polynesian food; you just need this book and a spirit of
exploration.Happy cooking,SarahContentsAvant-ProposIntroductionPu Pu Platter Additions and
Other AppetizersPineapple Ginger Chicken WingsAhi PokePolynesian Chicken



SatayRumakiPineapple Bacon BitesCrab RangoonIsland Pork NachosSweet and Sour
MeatballsSweet Onion DipMacadamia HummusChicken DishesHuli Huli ChickenBanana Leaf
ChickenFiery Polynesian ChickenSamoan Chicken and Coconut RiceHoney Coriander
ChickenBrown Sugar Chicken WingsPork DishesSlow Cooked Luau Style PorkPolynesian
Grilled Pork SteakKalua PorkCaramelized Pork ChopsBeef DishesPolynesian MeatloafSlow
Cooker Sticky BeefLu PuluPolynesian Orange BeefGrilled Island BurgersFish and Seafood
DishesMacadamia Crusted Shrimp with Orange SaucePacific Baked FishVanilla Seared
ScallopsLomi Lomi SalmonTahitian TunaTender Crabmeat SoupSweet Seafood
ChowderVegetables and SidesCarrots and Lemon Snap PeasOnion and Purple Sweet Potato
HashJackfruit CurryPolynesian SlawIsland Crab SaladKiwi SalsaOven Banana PoiPineapple
Fried RiceDessertsSamoan PanikekeCoconut PuddingEasy Pineapple Poke CakeTropical
DelightHokey Pokey CandyConclusionReviewMore Books from Sarah SpencerAppendix -
Cooking Conversion ChartsJUST FOR MY READERS!100% FREE BONUS!To thank you for
downloading my book, for a limited time, you can get these two FREE COOKBOOKS from the
Cookbook Publisher.Just to download your two free cookbooks IntroductionThere are few
things in life that have the sensory impact on us that cuisine does. Food is not only our basis of
life nourishment; it is also the center of many of our important experiences and memories. How
many times have you caught the scent of a treasured family recipe and were instantly brought
back in time? Maybe there are foods that for you have a negative connotation and instantly turn
off your appetite. The smell, the appearance, flavor, and texture all play together to create the
experience. We also link our food together with symbolism. For instance, even if you have never
had gingerbread, the smell of it likely reminds you of the holidays, just like a tall glass of
lemonade reminds you of summer. There is one style of cuisine that can transport you to a
sunny, warm, and relaxed environment. One that is carefree and vibrant, and will always leave
you yearning for more. The cuisine that can accomplish this above all others is the cuisine of
Polynesia.Polynesia is actually a triangular shaped region that spans the Pacific Ocean. On the
northern tip of the region are the Hawaiian Islands, with New Zealand gracing the southern end.
In between, you will find the islands of Samoa, Tonga, Fiji, Easter Island and the French
Polynesia territory, among others. Though each of these has their own cultures and culinary
traditions, they also share many similarities. It is a combination of these similarities and
differences that make up the heart of Polynesian cuisine. The dishes of the Polynesian region
are rich in meats, fish, fruits, and exotic flavors like coconut. You will find that many authentic
Polynesian dishes involve cooking over an open flame, or taking advantage of the freshness of
the ingredients available with simple preparations that are void of any heat cooking at all. Since
many of us do not have a fire pit in our backyards, the recipes in this book that call for grilling are
prepared on a stovetop grill. They may also be adapted to be cooked on an outdoor grill as
well.As you become familiar with any new style of cultural cuisine, you are bound to come across
terms, ingredients, and preparation styles that you may not have seen before. Here are a few key
terms to be familiar with when it comes to Polynesian cooking. Most of these can be found within



this book, but a few extras have been added to prepare you to further experiment with
Polynesian food.Ahi: A type of yellowfin tuna that is popular in Polynesian cuisine, especially in
the Hawaiian Islands.Banana Leaf: Large plant leaves used for wrapping foods before cooking,
usually over an open fire. The leaves can be purchased fresh or frozen, however the frozen
variety is more readily available. Banana leaves can be cut to accommodate the size of the
filling. They should be softened, either by soaking in water or gently warming over an open flame
before serving, to make them more pliable.Breadfruit: This tropical “fruit” is actually a nice
substitute for starchier vegetables such as potatoes in many dishes. When cooked, the taste
resembles that of a rich white bread that is slightly blessed with a nutty flavor. Breadfruits can be
prepared in a variety of ways and can be found in dishes both savory and sweet.Hawaiian Sea
Salt: This salt has a reddish tinge to it. The hue is a result of it being enriched with purified red
clay. This salt is found around the Hawaiian Islands and is especially treasured in dishes that
require moisture retention when cooking.Huli Huli: This means “turn, turn” and is used most
often in reference to huli huli chicken which is a chicken that is typically prepared using a
rotisserie.Jackfruit: This fruit has a starchy and fibrous flesh, with a pleasant fruity aroma. The
flavor is light and fresh and serves well to complement other tropical fruits. It isn’t uncommon for
jackfruit to be used in curries or with pork, the same way you might use apples in similar
dishes.Kalua: A term used to describe pig that is cooked in a ground pit with fire. This is the
traditional method of preparation; however, adaptations have been made to achieve a similar
taste with other cooking methods.Laulau: Meat or fish that has been wrapped in leaves and then
baked or steamed.Luau: A festive Hawaiian event that includes a feast and
entertainment.Macadamia nuts: A slightly sweet and mild round nut that is used throughout
Polynesian cuisine.Poi: A paste typically made from mashed taro root, but which can be made
from other starchy vegetables or fruits.Poke: Marinated raw fishPu Pus: Polynesian appetizers,
typically served on a large platter with an assortment of styles. Pu Pu platters are usually heavy
on meat based appetizers, with one or two non-meat accompaniments.Taro: A rich, starchy
tuber that is a staple in Polynesian cuisine. Its leaves are used as a wrapping during cooking,
and the vegetable itself is used to make poi, as well as many other favorite Polynesian dishes.Pu
Pu Platter Additions and Other AppetizersPineapple Ginger Chicken WingsCook Time: 30
minutesPrep Time: 10 minutes plus chilling timeServes: 6-8Ingredients:2 pounds chicken wings
and drumettes1 teaspoon coarse ground salt1 teaspoon white pepper1 teaspoon onion
powder2 teaspoons baking powder2 cups pineapple juice¼ cup brown sugar, divided¼ cup soy
sauce¼ cup ketchup¼ cup rice vinegar¼ cup fresh pineapple chunks, chopped3 cloves garlic,
crushed and minced1 tablespoon jalapeno pepper, diced1 tablespoon fresh ginger, grated1
tablespoon scallions, sliced2 tablespoons vegetable oilDirections:Combine the salt, white
pepper, onion powder, baking powder and 1 teaspoon of the brown sugar in a large food storage
bag or bowl.Add the chicken to the seasoning mix and toss well to coat evenly. Seal the
container and place it in the refrigerator for at least 4 hours.Preheat the oven to 350°F.In a
saucepan, combine the pineapple juice, brown sugar, soy sauce, ketchup, rice vinegar, fresh



pineapple pieces, garlic, jalapeno, ginger, and scallions. Mix well and heat over medium high
until the mixture reaches a low boil.Reduce the heat to low and simmer, stirring often, for
approximately 20 minutes, or until the sauce thickens.Coat the chicken wings and drumettes
with a light layer of vegetable oil.Place them on a baking sheet or baking rack. Bake for 30-35
minutes, or until the internal temperature reaches 165°F.Remove the chicken from the oven and
toss it with the sauce before serving.Ahi PokeCook Time: nonePrep Time: 15 minutes plus chill
timeServes: 6-8Ingredients:1 pound ahi tuna, cut into evenly sized small chunks½ cup soy
sauce2 teaspoons sesame oil1 tablespoon garlic chili paste½ cup sweet onion, sliced thin2
teaspoons toasted sesame seeds2 cloves garlic, crushed and minced1 tablespoon fresh ginger,
grated2 teaspoons fresh lemongrass, finely choppedLettuce leaves for servingScallions, sliced,
for garnishMacadamia nuts, chopped, for garnishDirections:In a bowl, combine the soy sauce,
sesame oil, and garlic chili paste. Whisk well until blended.Stir in the onion, sesame seeds,
garlic, ginger, and lemongrass.Add the tuna and toss to coat evenly.Cover the bowl and place in
the refrigerator for 30-60 minutes.Serve in or with lettuce leaves and garnish with a sprinkling of
scallions and macadamia nuts before serving.Polynesian Chicken SatayCook Time: 10
minutesPrep Time: 15 minutes plus marinating timeServes: 8-12Ingredients:2 boneless chicken
breasts, cut into thin stripsMarinade:¾ cup soy sauce½ cup brown sugar2 tablespoons
vegetable oil4 garlic cloves, minced½ teaspoon ground gingerDirections:Combine all the
marinade ingredients in a medium mixing bowl. Stir until the sugar dissolves.Soak enough
wooden skewers in cold water for 30 minutes.Place chicken strips into the marinade and stir to
coat well. Cover with plastic wrap and let marinate in the refrigerator for 30 minutes.Tread
chicken strips on the skewers and prepare the barbecue grill to reach 450°F. Place a large foil
sheet on the grill and place skewers on it. Cook about 3-5 minutes on each side until the chicken
is cooked through. To have grill marks, let the chicken skewers cook directly on the grill for 20 to
30 second per sides after they are cooked through.RumakiCook Time: 7 minutesPrep Time: 15
minutes plus chilling timeServes: 12Ingredients:½ pound chicken livers, cut into ½-inch pieces
(yield approximately 36 pieces)½ cup teriyaki sauce1 tablespoon brown sugar2 cloves garlic,
crushed and minced1 teaspoon coarse ground black pepper18-20 whole canned water
chestnuts, cut in half1 pound bacon, each piece sliced in thirdsDirections:In a bowl, combine the
teriyaki sauce, brown sugar, garlic, and black pepper. Mix well and then add the chicken livers
and water chestnuts. Toss to mix, and then cover and refrigerate for 2-4 hours.Soak small
bamboo skewers or toothpicks in water for at least one hour to prevent burning while
cooking.Preheat the broiler.Lay the bacon pieces out on a flat surface.Place a piece of chicken
liver and a water chestnut half on each piece of bacon and roll so the bacon goes completely
around the filling.Using a small bamboo skewer or toothpick, pierce the rumaki all the way
through to secure.Place the rumaki on a rack approximately 2 inches away from the heat
source.Cook for 3-4 minutes before turning and cooking an additional 2-3 minutes, or until the
bacon is nicely browned.Remove from the rack and serve immediately.Pineapple Bacon
BitesCook Time: 30 minutesPrep Time: 10 minutesServes: 8Totally PolynesianClassic Recipes



from PolynesiaSarah SpencerTotally PolynesianClassic Recipes from PolynesiaSarah
SpencerCopyrightsAll rights reserved © 2018 by Sarah Spencer and The Cookbook Publisher.
No part of this publication or the information in it may be quoted from or reproduced in any form
by means such as printing, scanning, photocopying, or otherwise without prior written
permission of the copyright holder.Disclaimer and Terms of UseEffort has been made to ensure
that the information in this book is accurate and complete. However, the author and the publisher
do not warrant the accuracy of the information, text, and graphics contained within the book due
to the rapidly changing nature of science, research, known and unknown facts, and internet. The
author and the publisher do not hold any responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary
interpretation of the subject matter herein. This book is presented solely for motivational and
informational purposes.The recipes provided in this book are for informational purposes only
and are not intended to provide dietary advice. A medical practitioner should be consulted
before making any changes in diet. Additionally, recipes’ cooking times may require adjustment
depending on age and quality of appliances. Readers are strongly urged to take all precautions
to ensure ingredients are fully cooked in order to avoid the dangers of foodborne illnesses. The
recipes and suggestions provided in this book are solely the opinion of the author. The author
and publisher do not take any responsibility for any consequences that may result due to
following the instructions provided in this book. The nutritional information for recipes contained
in this book are provided for informational purposes only. This information is based on the
specific brands, ingredients, and measurements used to make the recipe and therefore the
nutritional information is an estimate, and in no way is intended to be a guarantee of the actual
nutritional value of the recipe made in the reader’s home. The author and the publisher will not
be responsible for any damages resulting in your reliance on the nutritional information. The best
method to obtain an accurate count of the nutritional value in the recipe is to calculate the
information with your specific brands, ingredients, and measurements.CopyrightsAll rights
reserved © 2018 by Sarah Spencer and The Cookbook Publisher. No part of this publication or
the information in it may be quoted from or reproduced in any form by means such as printing,
scanning, photocopying, or otherwise without prior written permission of the copyright
holder.Disclaimer and Terms of UseEffort has been made to ensure that the information in this
book is accurate and complete. However, the author and the publisher do not warrant the
accuracy of the information, text, and graphics contained within the book due to the rapidly
changing nature of science, research, known and unknown facts, and internet. The author and
the publisher do not hold any responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretation of the
subject matter herein. This book is presented solely for motivational and informational
purposes.The recipes provided in this book are for informational purposes only and are not
intended to provide dietary advice. A medical practitioner should be consulted before making
any changes in diet. Additionally, recipes’ cooking times may require adjustment depending on
age and quality of appliances. Readers are strongly urged to take all precautions to ensure
ingredients are fully cooked in order to avoid the dangers of foodborne illnesses. The recipes



and suggestions provided in this book are solely the opinion of the author. The author and
publisher do not take any responsibility for any consequences that may result due to following
the instructions provided in this book. The nutritional information for recipes contained in this
book are provided for informational purposes only. This information is based on the specific
brands, ingredients, and measurements used to make the recipe and therefore the nutritional
information is an estimate, and in no way is intended to be a guarantee of the actual nutritional
value of the recipe made in the reader’s home. The author and the publisher will not be
responsible for any damages resulting in your reliance on the nutritional information. The best
method to obtain an accurate count of the nutritional value in the recipe is to calculate the
information with your specific brands, ingredients, and measurements.Avant-ProposPicture in
your mind a warm, tangerine colored sunset and fine grains of soft sand between your toes. You
can smell the ocean water in the distance, but closer than that you catch the aroma of rich, juicy
meat slowly cooking over a ground pit and your mouth begins to water. Soon you find yourself at
a festive setting and before you is an incredible feast, including a decadent pu pu platter, smoky
meats, seafood so fresh it is almost unimaginable and the sweetest, juiciest tropical fruits in the
world. You have walked into a culinary dream, you have discovered Polynesian BBQ.The cuisine
of Polynesia is as irresistible as the landscape and the people. With this book, you can
experience the flavors of the islands in your own kitchen. With ingredients that you can find
locally, the classic dishes of the region are yours to enjoy whenever you want. You don’t need a
tropical vacation to treat yourself to Polynesian food; you just need this book and a spirit of
exploration.Happy cooking,SarahAvant-ProposPicture in your mind a warm, tangerine colored
sunset and fine grains of soft sand between your toes. You can smell the ocean water in the
distance, but closer than that you catch the aroma of rich, juicy meat slowly cooking over a
ground pit and your mouth begins to water. Soon you find yourself at a festive setting and before
you is an incredible feast, including a decadent pu pu platter, smoky meats, seafood so fresh it is
almost unimaginable and the sweetest, juiciest tropical fruits in the world. You have walked into a
culinary dream, you have discovered Polynesian BBQ.The cuisine of Polynesia is as irresistible
as the landscape and the people. With this book, you can experience the flavors of the islands in
your own kitchen. With ingredients that you can find locally, the classic dishes of the region are
yours to enjoy whenever you want. You don’t need a tropical vacation to treat yourself to
Polynesian food; you just need this book and a spirit of exploration.Happy
cooking,SarahContentsAvant-ProposIntroductionPu Pu Platter Additions and Other
AppetizersPineapple Ginger Chicken WingsAhi PokePolynesian Chicken
SatayRumakiPineapple Bacon BitesCrab RangoonIsland Pork NachosSweet and Sour
MeatballsSweet Onion DipMacadamia HummusChicken DishesHuli Huli ChickenBanana Leaf
ChickenFiery Polynesian ChickenSamoan Chicken and Coconut RiceHoney Coriander
ChickenBrown Sugar Chicken WingsPork DishesSlow Cooked Luau Style PorkPolynesian
Grilled Pork SteakKalua PorkCaramelized Pork ChopsBeef DishesPolynesian MeatloafSlow
Cooker Sticky BeefLu PuluPolynesian Orange BeefGrilled Island BurgersFish and Seafood



DishesMacadamia Crusted Shrimp with Orange SaucePacific Baked FishVanilla Seared
ScallopsLomi Lomi SalmonTahitian TunaTender Crabmeat SoupSweet Seafood
ChowderVegetables and SidesCarrots and Lemon Snap PeasOnion and Purple Sweet Potato
HashJackfruit CurryPolynesian SlawIsland Crab SaladKiwi SalsaOven Banana PoiPineapple
Fried RiceDessertsSamoan PanikekeCoconut PuddingEasy Pineapple Poke CakeTropical
DelightHokey Pokey CandyConclusionReviewMore Books from Sarah SpencerAppendix -
Cooking Conversion ChartsContentsAvant-ProposIntroductionPu Pu Platter Additions and Other
AppetizersPineapple Ginger Chicken WingsAhi PokePolynesian Chicken
SatayRumakiPineapple Bacon BitesCrab RangoonIsland Pork NachosSweet and Sour
MeatballsSweet Onion DipMacadamia HummusChicken DishesHuli Huli ChickenBanana Leaf
ChickenFiery Polynesian ChickenSamoan Chicken and Coconut RiceHoney Coriander
ChickenBrown Sugar Chicken WingsPork DishesSlow Cooked Luau Style PorkPolynesian
Grilled Pork SteakKalua PorkCaramelized Pork ChopsBeef DishesPolynesian MeatloafSlow
Cooker Sticky BeefLu PuluPolynesian Orange BeefGrilled Island BurgersFish and Seafood
DishesMacadamia Crusted Shrimp with Orange SaucePacific Baked FishVanilla Seared
ScallopsLomi Lomi SalmonTahitian TunaTender Crabmeat SoupSweet Seafood
ChowderVegetables and SidesCarrots and Lemon Snap PeasOnion and Purple Sweet Potato
HashJackfruit CurryPolynesian SlawIsland Crab SaladKiwi SalsaOven Banana PoiPineapple
Fried RiceDessertsSamoan PanikekeCoconut PuddingEasy Pineapple Poke CakeTropical
DelightHokey Pokey CandyConclusionReviewMore Books from Sarah SpencerAppendix -
Cooking Conversion ChartsJUST FOR MY READERS!100% FREE BONUS!To thank you for
downloading my book, for a limited time, you can get these two FREE COOKBOOKS from the
Cookbook Publisher.Just to download your two free cookbooks JUST FOR MY READERS!
100% FREE BONUS!To thank you for downloading my book, for a limited time, you can get
these two FREE COOKBOOKS from the Cookbook Publisher.Just to download your two free
cookbooks IntroductionThere are few things in life that have the sensory impact on us that
cuisine does. Food is not only our basis of life nourishment; it is also the center of many of our
important experiences and memories. How many times have you caught the scent of a treasured
family recipe and were instantly brought back in time? Maybe there are foods that for you have a
negative connotation and instantly turn off your appetite. The smell, the appearance, flavor, and
texture all play together to create the experience. We also link our food together with symbolism.
For instance, even if you have never had gingerbread, the smell of it likely reminds you of the
holidays, just like a tall glass of lemonade reminds you of summer. There is one style of cuisine
that can transport you to a sunny, warm, and relaxed environment. One that is carefree and
vibrant, and will always leave you yearning for more. The cuisine that can accomplish this above
all others is the cuisine of Polynesia.Polynesia is actually a triangular shaped region that spans
the Pacific Ocean. On the northern tip of the region are the Hawaiian Islands, with New Zealand
gracing the southern end. In between, you will find the islands of Samoa, Tonga, Fiji, Easter
Island and the French Polynesia territory, among others. Though each of these has their own



cultures and culinary traditions, they also share many similarities. It is a combination of these
similarities and differences that make up the heart of Polynesian cuisine. The dishes of the
Polynesian region are rich in meats, fish, fruits, and exotic flavors like coconut. You will find that
many authentic Polynesian dishes involve cooking over an open flame, or taking advantage of
the freshness of the ingredients available with simple preparations that are void of any heat
cooking at all. Since many of us do not have a fire pit in our backyards, the recipes in this book
that call for grilling are prepared on a stovetop grill. They may also be adapted to be cooked on
an outdoor grill as well.As you become familiar with any new style of cultural cuisine, you are
bound to come across terms, ingredients, and preparation styles that you may not have seen
before. Here are a few key terms to be familiar with when it comes to Polynesian cooking. Most
of these can be found within this book, but a few extras have been added to prepare you to
further experiment with Polynesian food.Ahi: A type of yellowfin tuna that is popular in
Polynesian cuisine, especially in the Hawaiian Islands.Banana Leaf: Large plant leaves used for
wrapping foods before cooking, usually over an open fire. The leaves can be purchased fresh or
frozen, however the frozen variety is more readily available. Banana leaves can be cut to
accommodate the size of the filling. They should be softened, either by soaking in water or
gently warming over an open flame before serving, to make them more pliable.Breadfruit: This
tropical “fruit” is actually a nice substitute for starchier vegetables such as potatoes in many
dishes. When cooked, the taste resembles that of a rich white bread that is slightly blessed with
a nutty flavor. Breadfruits can be prepared in a variety of ways and can be found in dishes both
savory and sweet.Hawaiian Sea Salt: This salt has a reddish tinge to it. The hue is a result of it
being enriched with purified red clay. This salt is found around the Hawaiian Islands and is
especially treasured in dishes that require moisture retention when cooking.Huli Huli: This
means “turn, turn” and is used most often in reference to huli huli chicken which is a chicken that
is typically prepared using a rotisserie.Jackfruit: This fruit has a starchy and fibrous flesh, with a
pleasant fruity aroma. The flavor is light and fresh and serves well to complement other tropical
fruits. It isn’t uncommon for jackfruit to be used in curries or with pork, the same way you might
use apples in similar dishes.Kalua: A term used to describe pig that is cooked in a ground pit
with fire. This is the traditional method of preparation; however, adaptations have been made to
achieve a similar taste with other cooking methods.Laulau: Meat or fish that has been wrapped
in leaves and then baked or steamed.Luau: A festive Hawaiian event that includes a feast and
entertainment.Macadamia nuts: A slightly sweet and mild round nut that is used throughout
Polynesian cuisine.Poi: A paste typically made from mashed taro root, but which can be made
from other starchy vegetables or fruits.Poke: Marinated raw fishPu Pus: Polynesian appetizers,
typically served on a large platter with an assortment of styles. Pu Pu platters are usually heavy
on meat based appetizers, with one or two non-meat accompaniments.Taro: A rich, starchy
tuber that is a staple in Polynesian cuisine. Its leaves are used as a wrapping during cooking,
and the vegetable itself is used to make poi, as well as many other favorite Polynesian
dishes.IntroductionThere are few things in life that have the sensory impact on us that cuisine



does. Food is not only our basis of life nourishment; it is also the center of many of our important
experiences and memories. How many times have you caught the scent of a treasured family
recipe and were instantly brought back in time? Maybe there are foods that for you have a
negative connotation and instantly turn off your appetite. The smell, the appearance, flavor, and
texture all play together to create the experience. We also link our food together with symbolism.
For instance, even if you have never had gingerbread, the smell of it likely reminds you of the
holidays, just like a tall glass of lemonade reminds you of summer. There is one style of cuisine
that can transport you to a sunny, warm, and relaxed environment. One that is carefree and
vibrant, and will always leave you yearning for more. The cuisine that can accomplish this above
all others is the cuisine of Polynesia.Polynesia is actually a triangular shaped region that spans
the Pacific Ocean. On the northern tip of the region are the Hawaiian Islands, with New Zealand
gracing the southern end. In between, you will find the islands of Samoa, Tonga, Fiji, Easter
Island and the French Polynesia territory, among others. Though each of these has their own
cultures and culinary traditions, they also share many similarities. It is a combination of these
similarities and differences that make up the heart of Polynesian cuisine. The dishes of the
Polynesian region are rich in meats, fish, fruits, and exotic flavors like coconut. You will find that
many authentic Polynesian dishes involve cooking over an open flame, or taking advantage of
the freshness of the ingredients available with simple preparations that are void of any heat
cooking at all. Since many of us do not have a fire pit in our backyards, the recipes in this book
that call for grilling are prepared on a stovetop grill. They may also be adapted to be cooked on
an outdoor grill as well.As you become familiar with any new style of cultural cuisine, you are
bound to come across terms, ingredients, and preparation styles that you may not have seen
before. Here are a few key terms to be familiar with when it comes to Polynesian cooking. Most
of these can be found within this book, but a few extras have been added to prepare you to
further experiment with Polynesian food.Ahi: A type of yellowfin tuna that is popular in
Polynesian cuisine, especially in the Hawaiian Islands.Banana Leaf: Large plant leaves used for
wrapping foods before cooking, usually over an open fire. The leaves can be purchased fresh or
frozen, however the frozen variety is more readily available. Banana leaves can be cut to
accommodate the size of the filling. They should be softened, either by soaking in water or
gently warming over an open flame before serving, to make them more pliable.Breadfruit: This
tropical “fruit” is actually a nice substitute for starchier vegetables such as potatoes in many
dishes. When cooked, the taste resembles that of a rich white bread that is slightly blessed with
a nutty flavor. Breadfruits can be prepared in a variety of ways and can be found in dishes both
savory and sweet.Hawaiian Sea Salt: This salt has a reddish tinge to it. The hue is a result of it
being enriched with purified red clay. This salt is found around the Hawaiian Islands and is
especially treasured in dishes that require moisture retention when cooking.Huli Huli: This
means “turn, turn” and is used most often in reference to huli huli chicken which is a chicken that
is typically prepared using a rotisserie.Jackfruit: This fruit has a starchy and fibrous flesh, with a
pleasant fruity aroma. The flavor is light and fresh and serves well to complement other tropical



fruits. It isn’t uncommon for jackfruit to be used in curries or with pork, the same way you might
use apples in similar dishes.Kalua: A term used to describe pig that is cooked in a ground pit
with fire. This is the traditional method of preparation; however, adaptations have been made to
achieve a similar taste with other cooking methods.Laulau: Meat or fish that has been wrapped
in leaves and then baked or steamed.Luau: A festive Hawaiian event that includes a feast and
entertainment.Macadamia nuts: A slightly sweet and mild round nut that is used throughout
Polynesian cuisine.Poi: A paste typically made from mashed taro root, but which can be made
from other starchy vegetables or fruits.Poke: Marinated raw fishPu Pus: Polynesian appetizers,
typically served on a large platter with an assortment of styles. Pu Pu platters are usually heavy
on meat based appetizers, with one or two non-meat accompaniments.Taro: A rich, starchy
tuber that is a staple in Polynesian cuisine. Its leaves are used as a wrapping during cooking,
and the vegetable itself is used to make poi, as well as many other favorite Polynesian dishes.Pu
Pu Platter Additions and Other AppetizersPineapple Ginger Chicken WingsCook Time: 30
minutesPrep Time: 10 minutes plus chilling timeServes: 6-8Ingredients:2 pounds chicken wings
and drumettes1 teaspoon coarse ground salt1 teaspoon white pepper1 teaspoon onion
powder2 teaspoons baking powder2 cups pineapple juice¼ cup brown sugar, divided¼ cup soy
sauce¼ cup ketchup¼ cup rice vinegar¼ cup fresh pineapple chunks, chopped3 cloves garlic,
crushed and minced1 tablespoon jalapeno pepper, diced1 tablespoon fresh ginger, grated1
tablespoon scallions, sliced2 tablespoons vegetable oilDirections:Combine the salt, white
pepper, onion powder, baking powder and 1 teaspoon of the brown sugar in a large food storage
bag or bowl.Add the chicken to the seasoning mix and toss well to coat evenly. Seal the
container and place it in the refrigerator for at least 4 hours.Preheat the oven to 350°F.In a
saucepan, combine the pineapple juice, brown sugar, soy sauce, ketchup, rice vinegar, fresh
pineapple pieces, garlic, jalapeno, ginger, and scallions. Mix well and heat over medium high
until the mixture reaches a low boil.Reduce the heat to low and simmer, stirring often, for
approximately 20 minutes, or until the sauce thickens.Coat the chicken wings and drumettes
with a light layer of vegetable oil.Place them on a baking sheet or baking rack. Bake for 30-35
minutes, or until the internal temperature reaches 165°F.Remove the chicken from the oven and
toss it with the sauce before serving.Pu Pu Platter Additions and Other AppetizersPineapple
Ginger Chicken WingsPineapple Ginger Chicken Wings Cook Time: 30 minutesPrep Time: 10
minutes plus chilling timeServes: 6-8Ingredients:2 pounds chicken wings and drumettes1
teaspoon coarse ground salt1 teaspoon white pepper1 teaspoon onion powder2 teaspoons
baking powder2 cups pineapple juice¼ cup brown sugar, divided¼ cup soy sauce¼ cup
ketchup¼ cup rice vinegar¼ cup fresh pineapple chunks, chopped3 cloves garlic, crushed and
minced1 tablespoon jalapeno pepper, diced1 tablespoon fresh ginger, grated1 tablespoon
scallions, sliced2 tablespoons vegetable oilDirections:Combine the salt, white pepper, onion
powder, baking powder and 1 teaspoon of the brown sugar in a large food storage bag or
bowl.Add the chicken to the seasoning mix and toss well to coat evenly. Seal the container and
place it in the refrigerator for at least 4 hours.Preheat the oven to 350°F.In a saucepan, combine



the pineapple juice, brown sugar, soy sauce, ketchup, rice vinegar, fresh pineapple pieces,
garlic, jalapeno, ginger, and scallions. Mix well and heat over medium high until the mixture
reaches a low boil.Reduce the heat to low and simmer, stirring often, for approximately 20
minutes, or until the sauce thickens.Coat the chicken wings and drumettes with a light layer of
vegetable oil.Place them on a baking sheet or baking rack. Bake for 30-35 minutes, or until the
internal temperature reaches 165°F.Remove the chicken from the oven and toss it with the
sauce before serving.Ahi PokeCook Time: nonePrep Time: 15 minutes plus chill timeServes:
6-8Ingredients:1 pound ahi tuna, cut into evenly sized small chunks½ cup soy sauce2
teaspoons sesame oil1 tablespoon garlic chili paste½ cup sweet onion, sliced thin2 teaspoons
toasted sesame seeds2 cloves garlic, crushed and minced1 tablespoon fresh ginger, grated2
teaspoons fresh lemongrass, finely choppedLettuce leaves for servingScallions, sliced, for
garnishMacadamia nuts, chopped, for garnishDirections:In a bowl, combine the soy sauce,
sesame oil, and garlic chili paste. Whisk well until blended.Stir in the onion, sesame seeds,
garlic, ginger, and lemongrass.Add the tuna and toss to coat evenly.Cover the bowl and place in
the refrigerator for 30-60 minutes.Serve in or with lettuce leaves and garnish with a sprinkling of
scallions and macadamia nuts before serving.Ahi PokeAhi Poke Cook Time: nonePrep Time: 15
minutes plus chill timeServes: 6-8Ingredients:1 pound ahi tuna, cut into evenly sized small
chunks½ cup soy sauce2 teaspoons sesame oil1 tablespoon garlic chili paste½ cup sweet
onion, sliced thin2 teaspoons toasted sesame seeds2 cloves garlic, crushed and minced1
tablespoon fresh ginger, grated2 teaspoons fresh lemongrass, finely choppedLettuce leaves for
servingScallions, sliced, for garnishMacadamia nuts, chopped, for garnishDirections:In a bowl,
combine the soy sauce, sesame oil, and garlic chili paste. Whisk well until blended.Stir in the
onion, sesame seeds, garlic, ginger, and lemongrass.Add the tuna and toss to coat evenly.Cover
the bowl and place in the refrigerator for 30-60 minutes.Serve in or with lettuce leaves and
garnish with a sprinkling of scallions and macadamia nuts before serving.Polynesian Chicken
SatayCook Time: 10 minutesPrep Time: 15 minutes plus marinating timeServes:
8-12Ingredients:2 boneless chicken breasts, cut into thin stripsMarinade:¾ cup soy sauce½ cup
brown sugar2 tablespoons vegetable oil4 garlic cloves, minced½ teaspoon ground
gingerDirections:Combine all the marinade ingredients in a medium mixing bowl. Stir until the
sugar dissolves.Soak enough wooden skewers in cold water for 30 minutes.Place chicken strips
into the marinade and stir to coat well. Cover with plastic wrap and let marinate in the refrigerator
for 30 minutes.Tread chicken strips on the skewers and prepare the barbecue grill to reach
450°F. Place a large foil sheet on the grill and place skewers on it. Cook about 3-5 minutes on
each side until the chicken is cooked through. To have grill marks, let the chicken skewers cook
directly on the grill for 20 to 30 second per sides after they are cooked through.Polynesian
Chicken SatayPolynesian Chicken Satay Cook Time: 10 minutesPrep Time: 15 minutes plus
marinating timeServes: 8-12Ingredients:2 boneless chicken breasts, cut into thin
stripsMarinade:¾ cup soy sauce½ cup brown sugar2 tablespoons vegetable oil4 garlic cloves,
minced½ teaspoon ground gingerDirections:Combine all the marinade ingredients in a medium



mixing bowl. Stir until the sugar dissolves.Soak enough wooden skewers in cold water for 30
minutes.Place chicken strips into the marinade and stir to coat well. Cover with plastic wrap and
let marinate in the refrigerator for 30 minutes.Tread chicken strips on the skewers and prepare
the barbecue grill to reach 450°F. Place a large foil sheet on the grill and place skewers on it.
Cook about 3-5 minutes on each side until the chicken is cooked through. To have grill marks, let
the chicken skewers cook directly on the grill for 20 to 30 second per sides after they are cooked
through.RumakiCook Time: 7 minutesPrep Time: 15 minutes plus chilling timeServes:
12Ingredients:½ pound chicken livers, cut into ½-inch pieces (yield approximately 36 pieces)½
cup teriyaki sauce1 tablespoon brown sugar2 cloves garlic, crushed and minced1 teaspoon
coarse ground black pepper18-20 whole canned water chestnuts, cut in half1 pound bacon,
each piece sliced in thirdsDirections:In a bowl, combine the teriyaki sauce, brown sugar, garlic,
and black pepper. Mix well and then add the chicken livers and water chestnuts. Toss to mix, and
then cover and refrigerate for 2-4 hours.Soak small bamboo skewers or toothpicks in water for at
least one hour to prevent burning while cooking.Preheat the broiler.Lay the bacon pieces out on
a flat surface.Place a piece of chicken liver and a water chestnut half on each piece of bacon
and roll so the bacon goes completely around the filling.Using a small bamboo skewer or
toothpick, pierce the rumaki all the way through to secure.Place the rumaki on a rack
approximately 2 inches away from the heat source.Cook for 3-4 minutes before turning and
cooking an additional 2-3 minutes, or until the bacon is nicely browned.Remove from the rack
and serve immediately.RumakiRumaki Cook Time: 7 minutesPrep Time: 15 minutes plus chilling
timeServes: 12Ingredients:½ pound chicken livers, cut into ½-inch pieces (yield approximately
36 pieces)½ cup teriyaki sauce1 tablespoon brown sugar2 cloves garlic, crushed and minced1
teaspoon coarse ground black pepper18-20 whole canned water chestnuts, cut in half1 pound
bacon, each piece sliced in thirdsDirections:In a bowl, combine the teriyaki sauce, brown sugar,
garlic, and black pepper. Mix well and then add the chicken livers and water chestnuts. Toss to
mix, and then cover and refrigerate for 2-4 hours.Soak small bamboo skewers or toothpicks in
water for at least one hour to prevent burning while cooking.Preheat the broiler.Lay the bacon
pieces out on a flat surface.Place a piece of chicken liver and a water chestnut half on each
piece of bacon and roll so the bacon goes completely around the filling.Using a small bamboo
skewer or toothpick, pierce the rumaki all the way through to secure.Place the rumaki on a rack
approximately 2 inches away from the heat source.Cook for 3-4 minutes before turning and
cooking an additional 2-3 minutes, or until the bacon is nicely browned.Remove from the rack
and serve immediately.Pineapple Bacon BitesCook Time: 30 minutesPrep Time: 10
minutesServes: 8Pineapple Bacon BitesPineapple Bacon Bites Cook Time: 30 minutesPrep
Time: 10 minutesServes: 8
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Susan McEleney, “Quite interesting. Alot of recipes caught my eye. I definitely will be trying them.
I have a small catering business so this will be interesting.”

K. A. Martin, “Fresh and tasty. Tasty and easy to prepare. Fresh a and fan for parties as well as a
two top meal.”

DD Gott - Donadees Corner, “New, Cookbooks for treats and everyday foods for everyone’s
collection.. I guess that if anything is true, I have learned that cooking is not easy for a person
like me. Growing up, I didn’t learn how to cook; I always worked outside with my dad. My head is
under the hood of a big rig and fetching tools. My brothers hated working with him, and I was the
only one that loved it. I did learn how to fend for myself with cars and almost anything else. My
dad always said, “it was good to be a girl, but that girl needed to know how to be self-sufficient.”
Well, I definitely am that, thanks to him. Oh, and he always made me wear gloves still to have
soft hands WITHOUT grease under the nails!!! LOL That being said, I have collected cookbooks
to fix anything that I want. I love having the digital ones; they don’t take up any space. Some of
the cookbooks are helpful for lifestyle needs. I am hypoglycemic and had no clue how to help
myself. This is a terrific book to have around. Also, having a small family now that the kids and
grandkids are grown, having a cookbook is the only way to make smaller portions.”
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